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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure centered over the lower Mississippi Valley and Tennessee Valley will reinforce mainly dry conditions across the
Gulf through this weekend. A few showers may attempt to form along lower Texas coastal waters while winds more rapidly 
veer to the southeast, thus resulting in a richer moisture environment. Southeast winds may also rise to in excess of 15-20 
knots over the western Gulf as high pressure slides east, and low pressure intensifies over the Plains Saturday into Sunday. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Shower and thunderstorm chances will increase from west to east with the arrival of a cold front Monday into Tuesday. Low 
to moderate probabilities of isolated severe storms will exist across most notably western leases. A significant wind shift may 
occur off the Texas coast with winds behind the front quickly turning northerly while rising to near 30 knots sustained. A more 
gradual, less potent wind shift may reach the central Gulf Tuesday afternoon and night although greater model variance exists
within this area. Unsettled weather and sea state conditions may persist Wednesday into Thursday as the front stalls offshore
from west to east while mid-level atmospheric disturbances pass overhead. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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